
REGIONAL PRODUCTS, SOUBOZ

GAGYGNOLE
We are a natural, artisanal and sustainable distillery. We are three

brothers from the Grand Chasseral who love good taste. The forests,

the pastures and our orchard are our ingredients.

Our distillery is located in the middle of an unspoiled nature in Souboz,

a small village in the heart of the Grand Chasseral. For you, we

transform our mountains and our environment into unique Swiss gins

and spirits. The forests, the pastures and our orchard provide us with

our ingredients: Gentian, juniper, damassin or sweet woodruff.

Renée the still

We distill our gin and spirits over a wood fire in our premises with our

Renée still. The distillation in our premises allows us to control the

quality of each batch of bottles and thus allows us to obtain an

incomparable quality. We control our artisanal production chain from

A to Z. The distillation on wood fire also preserves the tradition of our

ancestors with a 100% sustainable energy.

The yellow gentian

Queen of our mountains, the yellow gentian (Gentiana lutea) is the

main ingredient of our artisanal gin and our Souboziane. This large

yellow flower is known for its digestive and appetizing properties. At

the end of the summer, when the sap goes back down into the roots,

we harvest it sparingly and by hand in our pastures of the Grand

Chasseral. We repeat the same gestures as our ancestors and

perpetuate an age-old tradition. Finally, we distill the roots: their

bitterness is inimitable.

Products :

Souboziane : The Swiss gentian-based aperitif-bitter

Fran-Gin BIO : London Dry from Souboz and Best Swiss Gin 2021/2022

by DistiSuisse

Dama-Gin : Fruity gin with local flavours (Damasson Rouge)

Souboz Gin : The 100% upcycling gin

Vodkatapulte (soon WOODKA) : The taste of the forest

PRICES
Guided tour with the possibility of tasting the whole range of products
Per person (without aperitif)

CHF 25.-

Per person (with aperitif)
CHF 32.-

GOOD TO KNOW
Visits by arrangement
Minimum 5 persons
Language in french, swiss german, english, italian
Possibility to taste the whole range of products
Gourmet meals available on request
Bus line : 21 Moutier - Bellelay

CONTACT

Gagygnole
Derrière les Hôtas 25
2748 Souboz

+41 79 416 30 41
info@gagygnole.ch
gagygnole.ch
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